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About This Game

Dr. Eggman (aka Dr. Robotnik) has returned, turning helpless animals into robots and forcing them to build his ultimate
weapon, the Death Egg!

But this time, Sonic has a friend that can help him: Tails! Find the 7 Chaos Emeralds and stop Dr. Robotnik’s evil scheme!
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Title: Sonic The Hedgehog 2
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
SEGA
Publisher:
SEGA
Franchise:
Sonic the Hedgehog
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP or higher

Graphics: 32MB or greater graphics card

DirectX®: DirectX® 9.0 or greater

Hard Drive: 50MB free disc space
System specs for classic launcher.
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the graphics are not amazing it is still (in my opinion) beautifully and even if you don't agree it is hugely made up for by the
game play. although it can be a little repetitive / predictable at times (but so are all other games) there is essentially 2 long
enjoyable campaigns in a huge world with some fun side missions and a huge ship customising system with loads of different
weapon types and ships. by today's standards there is still allot of variety. by the standard's of the day it was released it was
phenomenal.. This is less-complicated than standard Andiod game... Not recommended!. What makes a fun game even better?
Making the soundtrack free while other games are charging like 20 bucks for theirs

Thank you Running with scissors :D. About as good as eating a handfull of nails........ An Absolute Gem of a game. many hours
sunk in and it's easy and very enjoyable.. the only thing that is extreme here is the feeling of boredom!
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One of the most disappointing games I've ever played. pew pew pew. I\u2019m Sonic. Sonic the Hedgehog.. Do you like
waiting? well buy it... just tutorial+ first map on easy... is about 23min... what an excelent job!! graphick horible,weapons are
bad too... and the AI logick... uh i want cry... bettr go buy some bettr game for this price.(btw you cant skip waiting time... you
need wait 1min all the time... there is not ready button like in dungeon or any other TD games...) well this game maybe can be
good... but... buy it for 5€ or less... my reccomend.... This HOG is very well done with a few plot twists but it's also short and
easy if you're an expert player. It's a bit overpriced considering everything so I'd recommend buying it on sale.. The Dark Souls
of third-person forklift simulators.
  -IGN
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